Since 1977, the first sustainable brush.

Our mission
Made in Italy, sustainability and environmental protection
have always been the key points of our philosophy.
Tek combines craftsmanship and technology: the careful and
thoughtful manufacture allows the realization of products
according to specific principles, innovative technologies
allows a forefront studied in the Beauty sector.
The principles of the company are applied in the whole
production:
– The woods come from responsible and well-managed
forests
– It’s used a natural caucciù rubber to avoid the use of oil
derivative.
– The packaging is made of natural carton.

Our story
Tek was founded in 1977 based on an idea of Giulio Valsecchi
and entered immediately in the Italian and international
market thanks to a patented and unique product.
In 2000, the company, maintaining faith in its philosophy,
introduced the innovative technology Ceramik to supply a
specialized service to professionals in the sector: the first
brush that takes advantage of aerospace technology to
guarantee professional hairstylist a perfect brushing.
The attention to design and details such as the accurate
realization of wooden pins, make Tek a well-known
international company, symbol of Made in Italy in the whole
world.
Tek is constantly growing and dedicates to improvement of
its markets: professional of Beauty area (B2B) and direct sale
to consumer (B2C).

Made by hand in Italy
Standing for Made in Italy in the whole world, Tek has
identified five main features which brings Tek to this
recognition.
1) Craftsmanship: every accessory is handmade by a qualified
staff member in order to guarantee an overall production
system that works with higher ethical standards;
2) Caring about details: all our items are individually and
quality controlled before packaging them;
3) Nature lovers: all wood used in the development of
products comes from sustainable forests, in an effort to avoid
wild deforestation;
4) High-quality: Tek continues research into new
technologies in order to constantly create more innovative
products;
5) Lifestyle: a fashionable color palette and a sophisticated
design make Tek products real fashion accessories.

Our certifications
Ash wooden brushes and combs Tek are
100% certified FSC®, Forest Stewardship
Council, a brand that identifies woods
that come from responsible and wellmanaged forests according to
meticulous environmental, social and
economics standard. This certification
demonstrates how much Tek
contributes to the safety of forestal
ecosystems.

In December 2018, Tek acquired the
VeganOK certification, the first and only
standard for Ethical Vegan products
created in Italy that guarantees the
consumer the absence of animal parts
within the product. Tek, for its consumer
line, uses only natural materials, from
every single part that makes up the
product up to the packaging.

In March 2017, Tek became a B Corp®,
joining the Community of companies
and people whose business has the
purpose to create a positive strike in a
social and environmental goals.
According to Tek, this certification
further affirms the importance of
sustainability, like guideline in every
productive and commercial process,
along with the respect of the higher
purpose standard responsibility
and transparency.

Why Tek
The attention and the cure for nature are not only the
philosophy for the company, but rather they are a principle
extremely important for the hair treatment.
The use of wood for the realization of the handle and pins
allow brushing hair without any risks and avoid electrifying
them.
The choice of natural rubber for the support of pins also
allows a soft and comfortable brush, a massage to scalp and
then the improvement of blood circulation that reinforce hair
roots.
The wooden pins, unlike the plastic, are perfectly turned and
polished without any imperfection that may damage hair.
Tek is Hand Made in Italy; meaning all products are entirely
produced in Italy and the production criterion are checked
and certified, moreover the careful commitment of the
company collaborators allow Tek products to maintain an
high qualitative standard.

Our brushes features

Consumer Collection
Massaging the scalp
Being antistatic
Improving blood circulation
Reinforcing hair rots
Absorbing the excess of sebum and
hair impurities
Being hypoallergenic

Professional Collection
Spreading the heat, avoiding any
temperature shock on hair
The ceramic unique porosity helps let
the hair shine
Being antistatic
Closing hair scales better fixing
cosmetic color
Professional bristles are resistant
Handle in wood, ergonomic and progrip

The distribution
Tek products are based in 80+ Countries, with vertical stores,
such as:
Professional hairdressers
Perfumeries
Bio-perfumeries
Herbalist's shops
Pharmacies
Concept stores
Spa & Beauty salons

The warehouses
Tek manages 2 warehouses – in Italy and in USA – to better
serve its customers around the globe.

Italy

USA

Tek within the world
Tek stands for Made in Italy, placed inside the best global
retailers.
Online and offline shops contribute to spreading our brand
to the 5 continents.

Our collaborations
Through its international leadership, since the very beginning
of its foundation, Tek opened up its production to prestigious
international brands, giving birth to signature Capsule
Collections.

They talk about us
Printed and online magazines, digital influencers and
Instagram communities sensitive to sustainability keep
talking about Tek, as the #1 sustainable brushes option.

E-commerce
Tek owns 2 e-commerces – worldwide and specific to the
USA – per servire al meglio i nostri clienti finali.
Besides products, Tek offers any marketing materials to
clients: still life and lifestyle photos, plus product descriptions.
tek-italy.it
tekitalyus.com

Socials
Ours is an easy and honest digital approach: influencers see
us as sample for high-quality and attention to environmental
issues.
facebook.com/tekitaly
instagram.com/tekbrushes

Contacts
Via del Tecchione, 32, 20098, San Giuliano Milanese (MI), Italia
Phone: +39 02 98284178 | E-mail: tek@tekitaly.it

